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Abstract
Advances in neural network architectures and training algorithms
have demonstrated the effectiveness of representation learning in natural language processing. This thesis argues for the importance of
modeling discrete structure in language, even when learning continuous representations.

We propose that explicit structure representations and learned distributed representations can be efficiently combined for improved performance over (i) traditional approaches to structure and (ii) uninformed neural networks that ignore all but surface sequential structure. We demonstrate, on three distinct problems, how assumptions
about structure can be integrated naturally into neural representation
learners for NLP problems, without sacrificing computational efficiency.

First, we propose segmental recurrent neural networks (SRNNs)
which define, given an input sequence, a joint probability distribution
over segmentations of the input and labelings of the segments and
show that, compared to models that do not explicitly represent segments such as BIO tagging schemes and connectionist temporal classification (CTC), SRNNs obtain substantially higher accuracies on tasks
including phone recognition and handwriting recognition.

Second, we propose dynamic recurrent acyclic graphical neural networks (DRAGNN), a modular neural architecture that generalizes the
encoder/decoder concept to include explicit linguistic structures. Linguistic structures guide the building process of the neural networks

by following the transitions and encoding the (partial) structures constructed those transitions explicitly into the hidden layer activations.
We show that our framework is significantly more accurate and efficient than sequence-to-sequence with attention for syntactic dependency parsing and yields more accurate multi-task learning for extractive summarization tasks.

Third, we propose to use discrete stochastic attention to model the
alignment structures explicitly in the neural sequence-to-sequence translation model. We regularize the posterior distributions of the latent
alignment decisions using the posteriors computed from models that
make stronger independence assumptions but that have the same latent variables. We show that our posterior regularization scheme leads
to substantially improved generalization. Since the posterior regularization objective can be generally expensive to compute, we propose
several approximations based on importance sampling and find that
they are either as good as or better than the exact objective in terms of
held-out generalization.

The techniques proposed in this thesis automatically learn structurally informed representations of the inputs. Linguistically motivated inductive biases help learning better representations in the neural models and these representations and components can be better
integrated with other end-to-end deep learning systems within and
beyond NLP.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computationally modeling the structure in language is crucial for two reasons.
First, for the larger goal of automated language understanding, linguists have
found that language meaning is derived through composition (Manning, 2016).
Understanding novel and complex sentences crucially depends on being able to
construct their meaning from smaller parts/atoms (e.g., words in a sentence) compositionally. Structure in language tells what these atoms are and how they fit
together (e.g., syntactic or semantic parses) in composition. Second, from the perspective of machine learning, linguistic structures can be understood as a form of
inductive bias, which helps learning succeed with less or less ideal data (Mitchell,
1980).
The inductive bias of a learning algorithm is the set of assumptions that the
learner uses to predict outputs given inputs that it has not encountered (Mitchell,
1980). Taking a broader view, all the things that aren’t estimated from the data
directly, we call it inductive bias. It is our understanding about the problem and
our assumptions when we design the model, or from a Bayesian perspective, the
prior.
There are many assumptions you can add or remove when designing the learn1

ing algorithm. Any particular inductive bias can be helpful or harmful, depending on the problem and the way we approach it. Consider the language modeling
task as an example, where the goal is to estimate a probability distribution over
sequences of words. The classical n-gram model makes an independence assumption that each word depends only on the last n − 1 words. The assumption helps
to alleviate the problem of data sparsity (Chen and Goodman, 1996) when we
perform maximum likelihood estimation. The neural language model (Mikolov
et al., 2010) removes this Markov assumption and outperforms the n-gram model.
However, this isn’t saying that we cannot add back certain linguistic driven inductive biases that make the model better. These biases might include syntactic
structures (Dyer et al., 2016) or discourse relations (Ji et al., 2016). In this thesis,
we specifically look into the question of how to make use of linguistic structures
to form right inductive bias in the neural models, when only limited amounts of
supervision is available.
Neural models are state-of-the-art for many NLP tasks, including speech recognition (Graves et al., 2013), dependency parsing (Kuncoro et al., 2017; Dozat and
Manning, 2017; Kong et al., 2017) and machine translation (Vaswani et al., 2017).
For many applications, the model architecture combines dense representations of
words (Manning, 2016) with sequential recurrent neural networks (Dyer et al.,
2016). Thus, while they generally make use of information about what the words
are (rather than operating on sequences of characters), they ignore syntactic and
semantic structure or force models to learn it, and thus can be criticized as being
structurally naive.
This thesis argues that explicit structure representations and learned distributed
representations can be efficiently combined for improved performance over (i) traditional approaches to structure and (ii) uninformed neural networks that ignore
all but surface sequential structure. As an example, Dyer et al. (2015) yields better
2

accuracy than Chen and Manning (2014) by replacing the word representations
on the stack with composed representations derived from (partially built) dependency tree structure.

In the first part of this thesis, first published as Kong et al. (2015) and Lu et al.
(2016), we propose segmental recurrent neural networks (SRNNs) which define,
given an input sequence, a joint probability distribution over segmentations of the
input and labelings of the segments. Traditional neural solutions to this problem,
e.g., connectionist temporal classification (CTC, Graves et al. (2006a)), reduce the
segmental sequence labeling problem to a sequence labeling problem in the same
spirit as BIO tagging. In our model, representations of the input segments (i.e.,
contiguous subsequences of the input) are computed by composing their constituent tokens using bi-directional recurrent neural nets, and these segment embeddings are used to define compatibility scores with output labels. Our model
achieves competitive results in phone recognition, handwriting recognition, and
joint word segmentation & POS tagging.

In the second part of the thesis, first published as Kong et al. (2017), we propose dynamic recurrent acyclic graphical neural networks (DRAGNN), a modular neural architecture that generalizes the encoder/decoder concept to include
explicit linguistic structures. The core mechanism of DRAGNN is the TransitionBased Recurrent Unit (TBRU). It represents the linguistic structure a sequence of
decision/state pairs and guide the building process of the neural networks by
following the transitions and encoding the (partial) structures constructed those
transitions explicitly into the hidden layer activations. We show that our framework is significantly more accurate and efficient than sequence-to-sequence with
attention for syntactic dependency parsing and yields more accurate multi-task
3

learning for extractive summarization tasks.

In the third part of the thesis, we propose to use stochastic attention to model
the alignment structures explicitly in the neural sequence-to-sequence translation
model. We regularize the posterior distributions of the latent alignment decisions
using the posteriors computed from models that make stronger independence assumptions. We show that our posterior regularization scheme leads to substantially improved generalization and several approximations based on importance
sampling is either as good as or better than the exact objective in terms of held-out
generalization.

In this thesis, we argue for the importance of explicitly representing structure
in neural models. We demonstrate, on three distinct problems, how assumptions
about structure can be integrated naturally into neural representation learners for
NLP problems, without sacrificing computational efficiency. We demonstrate that,
when comparing with structurally naive models, models that reason about the
internal linguistic structure of the data demonstrate better generalization performance.

4

Chapter 2
Notation and Representations
In this thesis, we model the conditional probability in the form of p(y | x) using
neural networks, where the goal is to predict the target outputs y from the input
observations x.
We introduce the variable z, where z is the linguistic structure we would like
to explicitly consider. z can take multiple forms. For example, segment structures
(chapter 3), parse tree structures (chapter 4), or alignment structures (chapter 5).
During the training phrase, when the structure is observable (chapter 4), we
can choose to maximize p(y | x) directly. In this setting, the loss is defined as

L = − log p(y, z | x)

(2.1)

If the structure not directly observable from the data, we can treat z as a hidden
variable, where we follow the marginal likelihood training criterion

L = − log p(y | x) = − log ∑ p(y, z | x)

(2.2)

z

z can also be given as a soft structure (i.e. , q(z) models probability of z), like in
the case of alignment structure, we can add this to the loss of the model in the
5

framework of posterior regularization (Ganchev et al., 2010):

L = − log ∑ p(y, z | x) + γ × DKL ( p(z | x, y) || q(z)),

(2.3)

z

where DKL denotes the Kullback–Leibler divergence (Kullback and Leibler, 1951).
In the decoding phrase, we are interested in the following prediction problem,
y∗ = arg max p(y | x) = arg max ∑ p(y, z | x).
y

y

(2.4)

z

We call this exact decoding (chapter 5). However, summing over all the possible structure z can be expensive or even intractable in many cases. Therefore, we
jointly maximize over y and z as a computationally tractable approximation for
the exact decoding method (chapter 3, chapter 4, chapter 5), which is commonly
used in MAP inference problems with latent variables. This is especially convenient when the model can be easily broke down into the following two parts
(chapter 4, chapter 5):
p(y, z | x) = p(z | x) × p(y | x, z)

(2.5)

In some cases (chapter 4, §3.4), given input x, we have a one to many mapping

from y to z, and a one to one mapping from z to y. In these settings, we use Φ(y)

to define the set of all the possible z structures that consistent with y, and φ(z) to
define the corresponding y for z.

6

Chapter 3
Segmental Recurrent Neural
Networks
In this chapter, we propose segmental recurrent neural networks (SRNNs)1 which
define, given an input sequence, a joint probability distribution over segmentations of the input and labelings of the segments. Representations of the input segments (i.e., contiguous subsequences of the input) are computed by encoding their constituent tokens using bi-directional recurrent neural nets, and
these “segment embeddings” are used to define compatibility scores with output labels. These local compatibility scores are integrated using a global semiMarkov conditional random field (Sarawagi and Cohen, 2004). Both fully supervised training—in which segment boundaries and labels are observed—as well
as partially supervised training—in which segment boundaries are latent—are
straightforward. Applications of fully supervised training include named entity recognition, Chinese word segmentation (Liu et al., 2016) and frame-semantic
parsing (Swayamdipta et al., 2017), where boundaries of segments are labeled
in the training data. A typical case of partially supervised training is speech
1 First

published as Kong et al. (2015) and Lu et al. (2016).

7

recognition, where we know the sequence of phonemes during training but the
boundaries are not known. Experiments show that, compared to models that do
not explicitly represent segments such as BIO tagging schemes and connectionist
temporal classification (CTC, Graves et al. (2006a)), SRNNs obtain substantially
higher accuracies.

3.1

Model

Given a sequence of input observations x = hx1 , x2 , . . . , x| x| i with length | x|, a segmental recurrent neural network (SRNN) defines a joint distribution p(y, z | x)
over a sequence of labeled segments each of which is characterized by a duration (zi ∈ Z+ ) and label (yi ∈ Y). The segment durations are constrained such
|z|

that ∑i=1 zi = | x|. The length of the output sequence |y| = |z| is a random variable, and |y| ≤ | x| with probability 1. We write the starting time of segment i as
si = 1 + ∑ j <i z j .

To motivate our model form, we state several desiderata. First, we are interested in the following prediction problem,
y∗ = arg max p(y | x) = arg max ∑ p(y, z | x) ≈ arg max max p(y, z | x). (3.1)
y

y

y

z

z

Note the use of joint maximization over y and z as a computationally tractable
substitute for marginalizing out z; this is commonly done in MAP inference problems with latent variables.
Second, for problems where these explicit durations are unavailable at training time, they can be inferred as a latent variable. To train this model, we use a
marginal likelihood training criterion,

L = − log p(y | x) = − log ∑ p(y, z | x).
z

8

(3.2)

In Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2, the conditional probability of the labeled segment sequence is
(assuming kth order dependencies on y):
|y|

1
p(y, z | x) =
exp f (yi−k:i , zi , x)
Z ( x) ∏
i =1

(3.3)

where Z ( x) is an appropriate normalization function. To ensure the expressiveness of f and the computational efficiency of the maximization and marginalization problems in Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2, we use the following definition of f ,
f (yi−k:i , zi , xsi :si +zi −1 ) = w> φ(V[gy (yi−k ); . . . ; gy (yi ); gz (zi );
−−→
←−−
RNN(csi :si +zi −1 ); RNN(csi :si +zi −1 )] + a) + b
(3.4)
−−→
where RNN(csi :si +zi −1 ) is a recurrent neural network that computes the forward
segment embedding by “encoding” the zi -length subsequence of x starting at in←−−
dex si ,2 and RNN computes the reverse segment embedding (i.e., traversing the
sequence in reverse order), and gy and gz are functions which map the label candidate y and segmentation duration z into a vector representation. The notation

[a; b; c] denotes vector concatenation. Finally, the concatenated segment duration,
label candidates and segment embedding are passed through a affine transformation layer parameterized by V and a and a nonlinear activation function φ (e.g.,
tanh), and a dot product with a vector w and addition by scalar b computes the log
potential for the clique. Our proposed model is equivalent to a semi-Markov conditional random field (Sarawagi and Cohen, 2004) with local features computed
using neural networks. Figure 3.1 shows the model graphically.
We chose bi-directional LSTMs (Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005) as the implementation of the RNNs in Eq. 3.4. LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997a)
2 Rather

than directly reading the xi ’s, each token is represented as the concatenation, ci , of a

forward and backward over the sequence of raw inputs. This permits tokens to be sensitive to
the contexts, and this is standardly used with neural net sequence labeling models (Graves et al.,
2006b).

9

are a popular variant of RNNs which have been seen successful in many representation learning problems (Graves and Jaitly, 2014; Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015).
Bi-directional LSTMs enable effective computation for embeddings in both directions and are known to be good at preserving long distance dependencies, and
hence are well-suited for our task.

3.2

Parameter Learning

We consider two different learning objectives. We use the log loss in our models,
other losses such as structured hinge loss can also be used (Tang et al., 2017).

Supervised learning In the supervised case, both the segment durations (z) and
their labels (y) are observed.

L=

∑

− log p(y, z | x)

∑

log Z ( x) − log Z ( x, y, z)

( x,y,z)∈D

=

( x,y,z)∈D

In this expression, the unnormalized conditional probability of the reference segmentation/labeling, given the input x, is written as Z ( x, y, z).

Partially supervised learning In the partially supervised case, only the labels
are observed and the segments (the z) are unobserved and marginalized.

L=
=

∑

( x,y)∈D

∑

− log p(y | x)

∑

( x,y)∈D z∈Z ( x,y)

=

∑

( x,y)∈D

− log p(y, z | x)

log Z ( x) − log Z ( x, y)
10

Segmentation/Labeling Model
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Figure 3.1: Graphical model showing a six-frame input and three output segments with durations
z = h3, 2, 1i (this particular setting of z is shown only to simplify the layout of this figure; the
model assigns probabilities to all valid settings of z). Circles represent random variables. Shaded
nodes are observed in training; open nodes are latent random variables; diamonds are deterministic functions of their parents; dashed lines indicate optional statistical dependencies that can be
included at the cost of increased inference complexity. The graphical notation we use here draws
on conventions used to illustrate neural networks and graphical models.

For both the fully and partially supervised scenarios, the necessary derivatives
can be computed using automatic differentiation or (equivalently) with backward
variants of the above dynamic programs (Sarawagi and Cohen, 2004).
11

3.3

Inference with Dynamic Programming

We are interested in three inference problems: (i) finding the most probable segmentation/labeling for a model given a sequence x; (ii) evaluating the partition
function Z ( x); and (iii) computing the posterior marginal Z ( x, y), which sums
over all segmentations compatible with a reference sequence y. These can all be
solved using dynamic programming. For simplicity, we will assume zeroth order
Markov dependencies between the yi s. Extensions to the kth order Markov dependencies are straightforward. Since each of these algorithms relies on the forward
and reverse segment embeddings, we first discuss how these can be computed
before going on to the inference algorithms.

3.3.1

Computing Segment Embeddings

−
→
−−→
Let h i,j designate the RNN encoding of the input span (i, j), traversing from left
←
−
←−−
to right, and let h i,j designate the reverse direction encoding using RNN. There
are thus O(| x|2 ) vectors that must be computed, each of length O(| x|). Naively
this can be computed in time O(| x|3 ), but the following dynamic program reduces
this to O(| x|2 ):

−
→
h i,i
−
→
h i,j
←
−
h i,i
←
−
h i,j

→
−−→ −
= RNN( h 0 , ci )
→
−−→ −
= RNN( h i,j−1 , c j )
−
←−− ←
= RNN( h 0 , ci )
−
←−− ←
= RNN( h i+1,j , ci )

The algorithm is executed by initializing in the values on the diagonal (representing segments of length 1) and then inductively filling out the rest of the matrix. In
practice, we often can put a upper bound for the length of a eligible segment thus
reducing the complexity of runtime to O(| x|). This savings can be substantial for
12

very long sequences (e.g., those encountered in speech recognition).
−
→
←
−
We define the concatenation of h i,j and h i,j as the segment embedding of segment i to j. One important advantage of SRNNs over RNNs which simply adopt
the BIO tagging scheme is that we have these explicit representations for arbitrary
given spans.

3.3.2

Computing the most probable segmentation/labeling and
Z ( x)

Figure 3.2: Dynamic programming for the computation of Z ( x). We introduce a auxiliary variable
αi basically sum over all the potentials until the point of i in the sequence. By combining that
with the next segment, (we need to sum over all the y labels there), we get α j . All these partial
representations are computed from dynamically constructed neural networks.

For the input sequence x, there are 2| x|−1 possible segmentations and O(|Y || x| )
13

different labelings of these segments, making exhaustive computation of Z ( x) infeasible. Fortunately, the partition function Z ( x) may be computed in polynomial
time with the following dynamic program (Figure 3.2):
α0 = 1
αj =

∑ αi ×

i< j

∑

y ∈Y




−−→
←−−
exp w> φ(V[ gy (y); gz (zi ); RNN(csi :si +zi −1 ); RNN(csi :si +zi −1 )] + a) + b .

After computing these values, Z ( x) = α| x| . By changing the summations to a
max operator (and storing the corresponding arg max values), the maximum a
posteriori segmentation/labeling can be computed.
Both the partition function evaluation and the search for the MAP outputs
run in time O(| x|2 · |Y |) with this dynamic program. Adding nth order Markov
dependencies between the yi s adds requires additional information in each state
and increases the time and space requirements by a factor of O(|Y |n ). However,
this may be tractable for small |Y | and n.
Avoiding overflow. Since this dynamic program sums over exponentially many
segmentations and labelings, the values in the αi chart can become very large.
Thus, to avoid issues with overflow, computations of the αi ’s must be carried out
in log space.3

3.3.3

Computing Z ( x, y)

To compute the posterior marginal Z ( x, y), it is necessary to sum over all segmentations that are compatible with a label sequence y given an input sequence x.
3 An

alternative strategy for avoiding overflow in similar dynamic programs is to rescale the

forward summations at each timestep (Rabiner, 1989; Graves et al., 2006b). Unfortunately, in a
semi-Markov architecture each term in αi sums over different segmentations (e.g., the summation
for α2 will have contain some terms that include α1 and some terms that include only α0 ), which
means there are no common factors, making this strategy inapplicable.
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To do so requires only a minor modification of the previous dynamic program to
track how much of the reference label sequence y has been consumed. We introduce the variable m as the index into y for this purpose. The modified recurrences
are:
γ0 (0) = 1
γ j (m) =

∑ γi (m − 1)×

i< j




−−→
←−−
exp w> φ(V[ gy (yi ); gz (zi ); RNN(csi :si +zi −1 ); RNN(csi :si +zi −1 )] + a) + b .

The value Z ( x, y) is γ| x| (|y|).

3.4

Connectionist Temporal Classification

We briefly review the connectionist temporal classification (CTC) model here since
CTC is used as an important baseline for our experiments. CTC also directly computes the conditional probability P(y | x), with the key difference from SRNNs
in that it normalizes the probabilistic distribution at the frame level 4 . Because of

this, CTC doesn’t include a segmentation explicitly in its representation. To address the problem of length mismatch between the input and output sequences,
CTC allows repetitions of output labels and introduces a special blank token (−),
which represents the probability of not emitting any label at a particular timestep.
The conditional probability is then obtained by summing over all the probabilities of all the paths that corresponding to y after merging the repeated labels and
removing the blank tokens, i.e.,
p(y | x) =
4 In

∑

z∈Ψ(z)

p ( z | x ),

(3.5)

speech recognition, we often segment the audio, which is a time-varying signal, into short

snippets of audio. We call these snippets “frames”.
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where Ψ(y) denotes the set of all possible paths that correspond to y after repetitions of labels and insertions of the blank token (Figure 3.3). Now the length of z is
the same as x, the probability p(z | x) is then approximated by the independence
assumption as
T

p(z | x) ≈

∏ p ( z t | x ),

(3.6)

t =1

where zt ranges over Y ∪ {−}, and p(zt | x) can be computed using the softmax
function. As with SRRNs, there are many sequences z that are compatible with
y. The training criterion for CTC is to maximize the conditional probability of the
ground truth labels, which is equivalent to minimizing the negative log likelihood:

L = − log p(y | x),

(3.7)

which can be reformulated as the cross entropy loss criterion. More details regarding the computation of the loss and the backpropagation algorithm to train
CTC models can be found in (Graves et al., 2006a).

3.5
3.5.1

Experiments
Online Handwriting Recognition

Dataset We use the handwriting dataset from (Kassel, 1995). This dataset is an
online collection of hand-written words from 150 writers. It is recorded as the
coordinates ( x, y) at time t plus special pen-down/pen-up notations. We break the
coordinates into strokes using the pen-down and pen-up notations. One character
typically consists one or more contiguous strokes.5
5 There

are infrequent cases where one stroke can go across multiple characters or the strokes

which form the character can be not contiguous. We leave those cases for future work.
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Figure 3.3: The illustration above shows CTC computing the probability of an output sequence
”THE CAT ”, as a sum over all possible alignments of input sequences that could map to ”THE
CAT ”, taking into account that labels may be duplicated because they may stretch over several
timesteps of the input data (represented by the spectrogram at the bottom of the image) (Amodei
et al., 2015).

The dataset is split into train, development and test set following (Kassel,
1995). Table 3.1 presents the statistics for the dataset.
A well-know variant of this dataset was introduced by Taskar et al. (2004).
Taskar et al. (2004) selected a “clean” subset of about 6,100 words and rasterized
and normalized the images of each letter. Then, the uppercased letters (since they
are usually the first character in a word) are removed and only the lowercase letters are used. The main difference between our dataset and theirs is that their
dataset is “offline” — Taskar et al. (2004) mapped each character into a bitmap
and treated the segmentation of characters as a preprocessing step. We use the
richer representation of the sequence of strokes as input.
17

#words

#characters

Train

4,368

37,247

Dev

1,269

10,905

Test

637

5,516

Total

6,274

53,668

Table 3.1: Statistics of the Online Handwriting Recognition Dataset

Implementation We trained two versions of our model on this dataset, namely,
the fully supervised model (§3.2), which takes advantage of the gold segmentations on training data, and the partially supervised model (§3.2) in which the gold
segmentations are only used in the evaluation. A CTC model reimplemented on
the top of our Encoder BiRNNs layer (Figure 3.1) is used as a baseline so that we
can see the effect of explicitly representing the segmentation.6 For the decoding of
the CTC model, we simply use the best path decoding, where we assume that the
most probable path will correspond to the most probable labeling, although it is
known that prefix search decoding can slightly improve the results (Graves et al.,
2006b).
As a preprocessing step, we first represented each point in the dataset using a
4 dimensional vector, p = ( p x , py , ∆p x , ∆py ), where p x and py are the normalized
coordinates of the point and ∆p x and ∆py are the corresponding changes in the
coordinates with respect to the previous point. ∆p x and ∆py are meant to capture
basic direction information. Then we map the points inside one stroke into a fixed6 The

CTC interpretation rules specify that repeated symbols, e.g. , aa will be interpreted as

a single token of a. However since the segments in the handwriting recognition problem are
extremely short, we use different rules and interpret this as aa. That is, only the blank symbol
may be used to represent extended durations. Our experiments indicate this has little effect, and
Graves (p.c.) reports that this change does not harm performance in general.
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length vector using a bi-direction LSTM. Specifically, we concatenated the last
position’s hidden states in both directions and use it as the input vector x for the
stroke.
In all the experiments, we use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with λ = 1 × 10−6
to optimize the parameters in the models. We train these models until convergence and picked the best model over the iterations based on development set
performance then report performance on the test set.
We used 5 as the hidden state dimension in the bi-directional RNNs, which
map the points into fixed-length stroke embeddings (hence the input vector size
5 × 2 = 10). We set the hidden dimensions of c in our model and CTC model to 24
and segment embedding h in our model as 18. We tried to experiment with larger
hidden dimensions and we found the performance did not vary much.
The results of the online handwriting recognition task are presented in Table 3.2. We see that both of our models outperform the baseline CTC model, which
does not carry an explicit representation for the segments being labeled, by a significant margin. An interesting finding is that, although the partially supervised
model performs slightly worse in the development set, it actually outperforms
the fully supervised model in the test set. Because the test set is written by different people from the train and development set, they exhibit different styles in
their handwriting; our results suggest that the partially supervised model may
generalize better across different writing styles.

3.5.2

Joint Chinese Word Segmentation and POS tagging

In this section, we look into two related tasks. The first task is joint Chinese word
segmentation and POS tagging, where the z variables will group the Chinese characters into words and the y variables assign POS tags as labels to these words. We
also tested our model on pure Chinese word segmentation task, where the assign19

Development

Test

Pseg (%)

Rseg (%)

Fseg (%)

Error (%)

Pseg (%)

Rseg (%)

Fseg (%)

Error (%)

SRNNs (Partial)

98.7

98.4

98.6

4.2

99.2

99.1

99.2

2.7

SRNNs (Full)

98.9

98.6

98.8

4.3

98.8

98.6

98.6

5.4

CTC

-

-

-

15.2

-

-

-

13.8

Table 3.2: The performance of SRNNs and CTC on the task of hand-writing recognition

ments of z is the only thing we care about (simulated using a single label for all
segments).
Dataset We used standard benchmark datasets for these two tasks. For the
joint Chinese word segmentation and POS tagging task, we use the Penn Chinese
Treebank 5 (Xue et al., 2005), following the standard train/dev/test splits. For the
pure Chinese word segmentation task, we used the SIGHAN 2005 dataset7 . This
dataset contains four portions, covering both simplified and traditional Chinese.
Since there is no pre-assigned development set in this dataset (only train and test
set are provided), we manually split the original train set into two, one of which
(roughly the same size as the test set) is used as the development set. For both
tasks, we use Wang2Vec (Ling et al., 2015a) to generate the pre-trained character
embeddings from the Chinese Gigaword (Graff and Chen, 2005).
Implementation Only the supervised version of SRNNs (§3.2) is tested in these
tasks. The baseline model is a bi-directional LSTM tagger (basically the same
structure as our Encoder BiRNNs in Figure 3.1). It takes the c at each timestep
and pushes it through an element-wise non-linear transformation (tanh) followed
by an affine transformation to map it to the same dimension as the number of
labels. The total loss is therefore the sum of negative log probabilities over the
sequence. Greedy decoding is applied in the baseline model, making it a zeroth
7 http://www.sighan.org/bakeoff2005/
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order model like our SRNNs.
In order to perform segmentation and POS tagging jointly, we composed the
POS tags with “B” or “I” to represent the segmentation point. For the segmentationonly task, in the SRNNs we simply used same dummy tag for all y and only care
about the z assignments. In the BiRNN case, we used “B” and “I” tags.
For both tasks, the dimension for the input character embedding is 64. For our
model, the dimension for c and the segment embedding h is set to 24. For the
baseline bi-directional LSTM tagger, we set the hidden dimension (the c equivalent) size to 128. Here we deliberately chose a larger size than in our model hoping
to make the number of parameters in the bi-directional LSTM tagger roughly the
same as our model. We trained these models until convergence and picked the
best model over iterations based on its performance on the development set.
As for speed, the SRNNs run at ∼3.7 sentence per second during training on
the CTB dataset using a single CPU.
Results Table 3.3 presents the results for the joint Chinese word segmentation
task. We can see that in both segmentation and POS tagging, the SRNNs achieve
higher F-scores than the BiRNNs.
Table 3.4 presents the results for the Chinese word segmentation task (POS
tagging is not required). The SRNNs perform better than the BiRNNs with the exception of the PKU portion of the dataset. The reason for this is probably because
the training set in this portion is the smallest among the four. This leads to high
variance in the test results.
In this set of the experiments, we see that explicit modeling of the segmentation information in SRNNs improves the results for both tagging and segmentation. Even in the case where the tags contain no additional information for the
segments (i.e., the pure word segmentation task in Table 3.4), explicit representation of segmentation information helps, despite the fact that the improvement
21

Development

Test

Pseg (%)

Rseg (%)

Fseg (%)

Pseg (%)

Rseg (%)

Fseg (%)

BiRNNs

93.2

92.9

93.0

94.7

95.2

95.0

SRNNs

93.8

93.8

93.8

95.3

95.8

95.5

Ptag (%)

Rtag (%)

Ftag (%)

Ptag (%)

Rtag (%)

Ftag (%)

BiRNNs

87.1

86.9

87.0

88.1

88.5

88.3

SRNNs

89.0

89.1

89.0

89.8

90.3

90.0

Table 3.3: The performance of BiRNNs and SRNNs on the task of joint Chinese word segmentation
and POS tagging. Labeled precision (P), recall (R) and F1-score (F) are measured.

here is not as large as the joint segmentation and tagging task, where the information from the tags can directly affect the segmentation decisions in the SRNNs.

3.5.3

End-to-end Speech Recognition

Hierarchical Subsampling In speech recognition, since the input x is at the
frame level, it is computationally expensive for RNNs to model these long sequences, because the number of possible segmentations is exponential with the
length of the input sequence as mentioned before. The computational cost can be
significantly reduced by using the hierarchical subsampling RNN (Graves, 2012a)
to shorten the input sequences, where the subsampling layer takes a window of
hidden states from the lower layer as input as shown in Figure 3.4. In our speech
experiments (§3.5.3), we consider three variants: a) concatenate – the hidden states
in the subsampling window are concatenated before they are fed into the next
layer; b) add – the hidden states are added into one vector for the next layer; c) skip
– only the last hidden state in the window is kept and all the others are skipped.
The last two schemes are computationally cheaper as they do not introduce extra
22

BiRNNs

SRNNs

Pseg (%)

Rseg (%)

Fseg (%)

Pseg (%)

Rseg (%)

Fseg (%)

CU

92.7

93.1

92.9

93.3

93.7

93.5

AS

92.8

93.5

93.1

93.2

94.2

93.7

MSR

89.9

90.1

90.0

90.9

90.4

90.7

PKU

91.5

91.2

91.3

90.6

90.6

90.6

Table 3.4: The performance of BiRNNs and SRNNs on the task of Chinese word segmentation on
SIGHAN 2005 dataset. There are four portions of the dataset from City University of Hong Kong
(CU), Academia Sinica (AS), Microsoft Research (MSR) and Peking University (PKU). The former
two are in traditional Chinese and the latter two are in simplified Chinese. Unlabeled precision
(P), recall (R) and F1-score (F) are measured.

subsampling

L

speedup

No

30

1

1 layer

15

∼3x

2 layers

8

∼10x

Table 3.5: Speedup by hierarchical subsampling networks.

model parameters.
We demonstrate the results of the hierarchical subsampling recurrent network,
which is the key to speed up our experiments. We set the size of the subsampling
window to be 2, therefore each subsampling layer reduced the time resolution by
a factor of 2. We set the maximum segment length (§3.3.1) to be 300 milliseconds,
which corresponded to 30 frames of FBANKs (sampled at the rate of 10 milliseconds). With two layers of subsampling recurrent networks, the time resolution
was reduced by a factor of 4, and the value of L was reduced to be 8, yielding
around 10 times speedup as shown in Table 3.5.
Table 3.6 compares the three implementations of the recurrent subsampling
23

x1

x3

x2

x4

a) concatenate / add

x1

x2

x3
b) skip

x4

···

···

Figure 3.4: Hierarchical subsampling recurrent network (Graves, 2012a) . The size of the subsampling window is two in this example.

network detailed in section 3.5.3. We observed that concatenating all the hidden
states in the subsampling window did not yield lower phone error rate (PER) than
using the simple skipping approach, which may be due to the fact that the TIMIT
dataset is small and it prefers a smaller model. On the other hand, adding the
hidden states in the subsampling window together worked even worse, possibly
due to that the sequential information in the subsampling window was flattened.
In the following experiments, we stuck to the skipping method, and using two
24

d(w)

d(V)

layers

hidden

PER(%)

skip

64

64

3

128

21.2

conc

64

64

3

128

21.3

add

64

64

3

128

23.2

skip

64

64

3

250

20.1

conc

64

64

3

250

20.5

add

64

64

3

250

21.5

System

Table 3.6: Results of hierarchical subsampling networks. d(w) and d(V) denote the dimension of
w and V in Eqs. (3.4) respectively. layers denotes the number of LSTM layers and hidden is
the dimension of the LSTM cells. conc is short for concatenating operation in the subsampling
network.

subsampling layers.

Hyperparameters We then evaluated the model by tuning the hyperparameters,
and the results are given in Table 3.7. We tuned the number of LSTM layers, and
the dimension of LSTM cells, as well as the dimensions of w and the segment vector V. In general, larger models with dropout regularization yielded higher recognition accuracy. Our best result was obtained using 6 layers of 250-dimensional
LSTMs. However, without dropout, the model can be easily overfit due to the
small size of training set.

Features We then evaluated another two types of features using the same system
configuration that achieved the best result in Table 3.7. We increased the number
of FBANKs from 24 to 40, which yielded slightly lower PER. We also evaluated the
standard Kaldi features (Povey et al., 2011) — 13 dimensional MFCCs spliced by
a context window of 7 and then two sets of “delta” functions are added, followed
by LDA and MLLT transform and with feature-space speaker-dependent MLLR,
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Table 3.7: Results of tuning the hyperparameters on the development set.

Dropout

0.2

0.1

×

d(w)

d(V)

layers

hidden

PER (%)

64

64

3

128

21.2

64

32

3

128

21.6

32

32

3

128

21.4

64

64

3

250

20.1

64

32

3

250

20.4

32

32

3

250

20.6

64

64

6

250

19.3

64

32

6

250

20.2

32

32

6

250

20.2

64

64

3

128

21.3

64

64

3

250

20.9

64

64

6

250

20.4

64

64

6

250

21.9

which were the same features used in the HMM-DNN baseline in Table 3.9. The
well-engineered features improved the accuracy of our system by more than 1%
absolute.

Results In Table 3.9, we compare our result to other reported results using segmental CRFs as well as recent end-to-end systems. The previous state-of-the-art
result using segmental CRFs on the TIMIT dataset is reported by Tang et al. (2015),
where the first-pass decoding was used to prune the search space, and the secondpass was used to re-score the hypothesis using various features including neural
network features. The ground-truth segmentation was used in (Tang et al., 2015).
We achieved considerably lower PER with first-pass decoding, despite the fact
that our CRF was zeroth-order, and we did not use any language model. Further26

Table 3.8: Results of three types of acoustic features.

Features

d(x)

PER (%)

24-dim FBANK

Deltas
√

72

19.3

40-dim FBANK

√

120

18.9

Kaldi

×

40

17.3

more, our results are also comparable to that from the CTC and attention-based
RNN end-to-end systems. The accuracy of segmental RNNs may be further improved by using higher-order CRFs or incorporating a language model into the
decode step, using beam search to reduce the search error. However, for the CTC
system, Graves et al. (2013) obtained a slightly better result compared to ours
(18.4% vs. 18.9% in Table 3.9). Apart from the implementation difference of using
different code bases, Graves et al. (2013) applied the prefix decoding with beam
search, which may have lower search error than our best path decoding algorithm.

3.6

Related Work

Segmental labeling problems have been widely studied. A widely used approach
to a segmental labeling problems with neural networks is the connectionist temporal classification (CTC) objective and decoding rule of (Graves et al., 2006b)
discussed in § 3.4. CTC reduces the “segmental” sequence label problem to a classical sequence labeling problem in which every position in an input sequence x is
explicitly labeled by interpreting repetitions of input labels—or input labels followed by a special “blank” output symbol—as being a single label with a longer
duration. During training, the marginal likelihood of the set of labelings compatible (according to the CTC interpretation rules) with the reference label y is
maximized. CTC has demonstrated impressive success in various fully discrimi27

System

LM
√

HMM-DNN

√

first-pass SCRF (Zweig, 2012)
Boundary-factored SCRF (He and Fosler-Lussier, 2012)
Deep Segmental NN (Abdel-Hamid et al., 2013)
Discriminative segmental cascade (Tang et al., 2015)
+ 2nd pass with various features

×
√
√
√

SD
√

PER

×

33.1

×

26.5

×

21.9

×

21.7

×

19.9

18.5

CTC (Graves et al., 2013)

×

×

18.4

RNN transducer (Graves et al., 2013)

-

×

17.7

Attention-based RNN baseline (Chorowski et al., 2015)

×

×

18.7

+Conv. Features + Smooth Focus (Chorowski et al., 2015)

×

×

17.6

Segmental RNN

×

18.9

Segmental RNN

×

×
√

17.3

Table 3.9: Comparison to Related Works. LM denote if the language model is used, and SD denotes
feature space speaker-dependent transform. The HMM-DNN baseline was trained with crossentropy using the Kaldi recipe. Sequence training did not improve it due to the small amount of
data. RNN transducer can be viewed as a combination of the CTC network with a built-in RNN
language model.

native end-to-end speech recognition models (Graves and Jaitly, 2014; Maas et al.,
2015; Hannun et al., 2014, inter alia).
Although CTC has been used successfully and its reuse of conventional sequence labeling architectures is appealing, it has several potentially serious limitations. First, it is not possible to model interlabel dependencies explicitly—these
must instead be captured indirectly by the underlying RNNs. Second, CTC has
no explicit segmentation model. Although this is most serious in applications
where segmentation is a necessary/desired output (e.g., information extraction,
protein secondary structure prediction), we argue that explicit segmentation is
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potentially valuable even when the segmentation is not required. To illustrate the
value of explicit segments, consider the problem of phone recognition. For this
task, segmental duration is strongly correlated with label identity (e.g., while an
[o] phone token might last 300ms, it is unlikely that a [t] would) and thus modeling it explicitly may be useful. Finally, making an explicit labeling decision for
every position (and introducing a special blank symbol) in an input sequence is
conceptually unappealing.
Several alternatives to CTC have been approached, such as using various attention mechanisms in place of marginalization (Chan et al., 2015; Bahdanau et al.,
2015b). These have been applied to end-to-end discriminative speech recognition problem. A more direct alternative to our method—indeed it was proposed
to solve several of the same problems we identified—is due to (Graves, 2012b).
However, a crucial difference is that our model explicitly constructs representations of segments which are used to label the segment while that model relies on
a marginalized frame-level labeling with a null symbol.
The work of Abdel-Hamid (2013) also seeks to construct embeddings of multiframe segments. Their approach is quite different than the one taken here. First,
they compute representations of variable-sized segments by uniformly sampling
a fixed number of frames and using these to construct a representation of the segment with a simple feed-forward network. Second, they do not consider them
problem of latent segmentation.
Recently, in speech recognition, Wang et al. (2017a) propose SWAN, which can
be regarded as a generalization of CTC to allow segmented outputs. Another related work in machine translation is the online segment to segment neural transduction (Yu et al., 2017), where the model is able to capture unbounded dependencies in both the input and output sequences, while still permitting polynomial
inference.
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Finally, using neural networks to provide local features in conditional random
field models has also been proposed for sequential models (Peng et al., 2009) and
tree-structured models (Durrett and Klein, 2015). To our knowledge, this is the
first application to semi-Markov structures.

3.7

Conclusion

We have proposed a new model for segment labeling problems that learns explicit representations of segments of an input sequence. Segment structures are
represented as segment embeddings in our framework and used directly to predict
the labels for them. When the segment structures are not presented in the data,
we model the them as hidden variables and sum them up to compute the final
loss. Experiments show that, compared to models that do not explicitly represent
segments such as BIO tagging schemes and connectionist temporal classification
(CTC), SRNNs obtain substantially higher accuracies on tasks including phone
recognition and handwriting recognition, showing the effectiveness of adding the
segment structure as an inductive bias to the model.
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Chapter 4
A Transition-based Framework for
Dynamically Connected Neural
Networks
In this chapter, we propose dynamic recurrent acyclic graphical neural networks
(DRAGNN)1 , a modular neural architecture that generalizes the encoder/decoder
concept to include explicit linguistic structures2 .
Sequence-to-sequence model (Cho et al., 2014a) has been seen successful in
many representation learning problems. However, in its simplest form, neither
the encoder side nor the decoder side considers more sophisticated linguistic structures that can offer helpful inductive bias for the learning problems. The encoder
just consumes the input tokens one by one and the decoder, even when used to
predict structured output such as a phrase-structure parse tree, doesn’t have the
basic constraint that the parentheses should match explicitly (Vinyals et al., 2015).
In DRAGNN, we aim to add these useful linguistic driven inductive biases
1 https://github.com/tensorflow/models/tree/master/syntaxnet/dragnn
2 First

published as Kong et al. (2017).
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back to the model. The core mechanism of DRAGNN is the Transition-Based Recurrent Unit (TBRU, §4.3). The linguistic structure z is represented using a sequence of decision/state pairs (s1 , d1 ) . . . (sn , dn ). Through TBRU, linguistic structures can guide the building process of the neural networks by following the transitions and encoding the partial structure constructed by (s1 , d1 ) . . . (s j , d j ) explicitly into the hidden layer activations at timestep j. The final target y will be recovered using the mapping function y = φ(z). By following the sequence of
decision/state pairs, we can fully recover the final target output.

One advantage of this formulation is that a TBRU can serve as both an encoder for downstream tasks and as a decoder for its own task simultaneously
(§4.3.1, example 6). This idea will prove particularly powerful when we consider
syntactic parsing, which involves compositional structure over the input. For example, consider a “no-op” TBRU that traverses an input sequence x1 , . . . , xn in
the order determined by a binary parse tree: this transducer can implement a recursive tree-structured network in the style of (Tai et al., 2015), which computes
representations for sub-phrases in the tree. In contrast, with DRAGNN, we can
use the arc-standard parser directly to produce the parse tree as well as encode
sub-phrases into representations.

Our framework can represent sequence-to-sequence learning (Cho et al., 2014b)
as well as models with explicit structure like bi-directional tagging models (Wang
et al., 2015) and compositional, tree-structured models (Socher et al., 2013). We
show that our framework is significantly more accurate and efficient than seq2seq
with attention for syntactic dependency parsing and yields more accurate multitask learning for extractive summarization tasks.
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4.1

Background

To apply deep learning models to structured prediction, machine learning practitioners must address two primary issues: (1) how to represent the input, and
(2) how to represent the output. The seq2seq encoder/decoder framework (Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013; Cho et al., 2014b; Sutskever et al., 2014) proposes
solving these generically. In its simplest form, the encoder network produces a
fixed-length vector representation of an input, while the decoder network produces
a linearization of the target output structure as a sequence of output symbols. Encoder/decoder is state of the art for several key tasks in natural language processing, such as machine translation (Wu et al., 2016).
However, fixed-size encodings become less competitive when the input structure can be explicitly mapped to the output. In the simple case of predicting tags
for individual tokens in a sentence, state-of-the-art taggers learn vector representations for each input token in context and predict output tags from those (Ling
et al., 2015b; Andor et al., 2016). When the input or output is a syntactic parse
tree, networks that explicitly operate over the compositional structure of the network typically outperform generic representations (Dyer et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015;
Bowman et al., 2016). Implicitly learned mappings via attention mechanisms can
significantly improve the performance of sequence-to-sequence (Bahdanau et al.,
2015a; Vinyals et al., 2015), at a computational cost of O(m × n) where m is the
length of the input sequence and n is the length of the output sequence.
In DRAGNN, we define any given architecture as a series of modular units,
where connections between modules are unfolded dynamically as a function of the
intermediate activations produced by the network. These dynamic connections
represent the explicit input and output structure produced by the network for a
given task.
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Figure 4.1: High-level schematic of a transition-based recurrent unit (TBRU), and familiar network architectures that can be implemented
with multiple TBRUs. The discrete state is used to compute recurrences and fixed input embeddings, which are then fed through a
network cell. The network predicts an action which is used to update the discrete state (dashed output) and provides activations that
can be consumed through recurrences (solid output). Note that we present a slightly simplified version of Stack-LSTM (Dyer et al., 2015)
for clarity.
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Dynamic links as a function of transition state
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Figure 4.2: Using TBRUs to share fine-grained, structured representations. Top left: A high level view of multi-task learning with
DRAGNN in the style of multi-task seq2seq (Luong et al., 2015). Bottom left: Extending the “stack-propagation” (Zhang and Weiss,
2016) idea to included dependency parse trees as intermediate representations. Right: Unrolled TBRUs for each setup for an input
fragment “Uniformed man laughed”, using the transition systems described in Section 4.4.

We build on the idea of transition systems from the parsing literature (Nivre,
2006), which linearize structured outputs as a sequence of (state, decision) pairs.
Transition-based neural networks have recently been applied to a wide variety of
NLP problems; (Dyer et al., 2015; Lample et al., 2016; Kiperwasser and Goldberg,
2016; Zhang et al., 2016; Andor et al., 2016), among others. We generalize these approaches with a new basic module, the Transition-Based Recurrent Unit (TBRU),
which produces a vector representation for every transition state in the output
linearization (Figure 4.1). These representations also serve as the encoding of the
explicit structure defined by the states. For example, a TBRU that attaches two
sub-trees while building a syntactic parse tree will also produce the hidden layer
activations to serve as an encoding for the newly constructed phrase. Multiple
TBRUs can be connected and learned jointly to add explicit structure to multitask learning setups and share representations between tasks with different input
or output spaces (Figure 4.2).
This inference procedure will construct an acyclic compute graph representing
the network architecture, where recurrent connections are dynamically added as
the network unfolds. We therefore call our approach Dynamic Recurrent Acyclic
Graphical Neural Networks, or DRAGNN.
DRAGNN has several distinct modeling advantages over traditional fixed neural architectures. Unlike generic seq2seq, DRAGNN supports variable sized input representations that may contain explicit structure. Unlike purely sequential
RNNs, the dynamic connections in a DRAGNN can span arbitrary distances in
the input space. Crucially, inference remains O(m + n), in contrast O(m × n) the
attention mechanisms, where m is the length of the input sequence and n is the
length of the output sequence.
Dynamic connections thus establish a compromise between pure seq2seq (Cho
et al., 2014b) and pure attention architectures (Bahdanau et al., 2014) by provid36

ing a finite set of long-range inputs that ‘attend’ to relevant portions of the input
space. Unlike recursive neural networks (Socher et al., 2010, 2011) DRAGNN can
both predict intermediate structures (such as parse trees) and utilize those structures in a single deep model, backpropagating downstream task errors through
the intermediate structures. Compared to models such as Stack-LSTM (Dyer et al.,
2015) and SPINN (Bowman et al., 2016), TBRUs are a more general formulation
that allows incorporating dynamically structured multi-task learning (Zhang and
Weiss, 2016) and more varied network architectures.
In sum, DRAGNN is not a particular neural architecture, but rather a formulation for describing neural architectures compactly. The key to this compact description
is a new recurrent unit—the TBRU—which allows connections between nodes in
an unrolled compute graph to be specified dynamically in a generic fashion. We
use transition systems to provide succinct, discrete representations via linearizations of both the input and the output for structured prediction. We provide a
straightforward way of reusing representations across NLP tasks that operate on
different structures.
DRAGNN is close related to the idea of “stack-propagation” (Zhang and Weiss,
2016). The key advantage of “stack-propagation” is that the model does not require predicted POS tags for parsing at test time. Instead, the tagger network is
run up to the hidden layer over the entire sentence, and then dynamically connect
the parser network to the tagger network based upon the discrete parser configurations as parsing unfolds. In this way, they can avoid cascading POS tagging
errors to the parser. We generalize “stack-propagation” style pipeline that every
task is represented by a TBRU in DRAGNN and can be easily used as intermediate
representations.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of DRAGNN on two NLP tasks that benefit
from explicit structure: dependency parsing and extractive sentence summariza37

tion (Filippova and Altun, 2013). First, we show how to use TBRUs to incrementally add structure to the input and output of a “vanilla” seq2seq dependency
parsing model, dramatically boosting accuracy over seq2seq with no additional
computational cost. Second, we demonstrate how the same TBRUs can be used
to provide structured intermediate syntactic representations for extractive sentence summarization. This yields better accuracy than is possible with the generic
multi-task seq2seq (Dong et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015) approach. Finally, we
show how multiple TBRUs for the same dependency parsing task can be stacked
together to produce a single state-of-the-art dependency parsing model.
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Figure 4.3: Left: TBRU schematic. Right: Dependency parsing example. A gold parse tree and an arc-standard transition state with two
sub-trees on the stack are shown. From this state, two possible actions are also shown (Shift and Right arc). To agree with the gold tree,
the Shift action should be taken.

4.2

Transition Systems

We use transition systems to map inputs x to outputs y using a sequence of transitions d1 . . . dn which encode the structure z. For the purposes of implementing
DRAGNN, transition systems make explicit two desirable properties. First, we
stipulate that the output symbols represent modifications of a persistent, discrete
state, which makes book-keeping to construct the dynamic recurrent connections
easier to express. Second, transition systems make it easy to enforce arbitrary
constraints on the output, e.g. the output should produce a valid tree.
Formally, we use the same setup as (Andor et al., 2016), and define a transition
system T = {S , A, t} as:
• A set of states S .
• A special start state s† ∈ S .
• A set of allowed decisions A(s, x) for all s ∈ S .
• A transition function t(s, d, x) returning a new state s0 for any decision d ∈

A(s, x).
For brevity, we will drop the dependency on x in the functions given above. We
will use transition systems in which all complete structures for the same input x
have the same number of decisions n( x) (or n for brevity), although this is not
necessary.
A complete structure is then a sequence of decision/state pairs (s1 , d1 ) . . . (sn , dn )
such that s1 = s† , di ∈ A(si ) for i = 1 . . . n, and si+1 = t(si , di ). We will now define
recurrent network architectures that operate over these linearizations of input and
output structure.
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4.3

Transition Based Recurrent Networks

We now formally define how to combine transition systems with recurrent networks into what we call a transition based recurrent unit (TBRU). A TBRU consists
of the following:
• A transition system T ,

• An input function m(s) that maps states3 to fixed-size vector representa-

tions, for example, an embedding lookup operation for features from the
discrete state, m(s) : S 7→ RK
• A recurrence function r(s) that maps states to a set of previous time steps:

r(s) : S 7→ P{1, . . . , i − 1},
where P is the power set. Note that in general |r(s)| is not necessarily fixed
and can vary with s. We use r to specify state-dependent recurrent links in
the unrolled computation graph.
• A neural network cell that computes a new hidden representation from the

fixed and recurrent inputs:
hs ← NN(m(s), {hi | i ∈ r(s)}).
Example 1. Sequential tagging RNN.

Let the input x = {x1 , . . . , xn } be a se-

quence of word embeddings, and the output be a sequence of tags y = {y1 , . . . , yn }.
Here the linguistic structure z is simply the same as y and can be easily mapped
to transitions {d1 , . . . , dn } where di means to tag token xi as di . We can model a
simple LSTM tagger as follows:
• T sequentially tags each input token, where si = {1, . . . , di−1 }, i.e., the

whole history of past tagging decisions, and A is the set of possible tags.
We call this the tagger transition system.
3 For

simplicity, we assume the states contain the information from the input x.
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Features

Window

Dimensionality

Symbols

1

8

Capitalization

+/- 1

4

Prefixes/Suffixes (n = 2, 3)

+/- 1

16

Words

+/- 3

64

Table 4.1: Window-based tagger feature spaces. “Symbols” indicates whether the word contains a
hyphen, a digit or a punctuation

• m(si ) = xi , the word embedding for the next token to be tagged.
• r(si ) = {i − 1} to connect the network to the previous state.
• NN is a single instance of the LSTM cell.

Example 2. Parsey McParseface.

In the open-source syntactic parsing model

(Andor et al., 2016), the input x is a sequence of words. The output y, same as the
underlying linguistic structure z, is the dependency tree. It will be represented by
a sequence of transitions {d1 , . . . , dn } following the arc-standard transition system.
Parsey McParseface can be defined in our framework as follows:
• T is the arc-standard transition system (Figure 4.3), so the state contains all

words and partially built trees on the stack as well as unseen words on the
buffer.
• m(si ) is the concatenation of 52 feature embeddings extracted from tokens

based on their positions in the stack and the buffer. Table 4.1 show the details
of these window-based features.
• r(si ) = {} is empty, as this is a feed-forward network.
• NN is a feed-forward multi-layer perceptron (MLP).
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Inference with TBRUs. Given the above, inference in the TBRU proceeds as
follows:
1. Initialize s1 = s† .
2. For i = 1, . . . , n:
(a) Update the hidden state:
hi ← NN(m(si ), {h j | j ∈ r(si )}).
(b) Update the transition state:
di ← arg maxd∈A(si ) w>
d hi ,

s i +1 ← t ( s i , d i ).

Intuitively, this is just saying, when we don’t have the gold transitions {d1 , . . . , dn },
w e make a prediction at every time stamp and update the state and the RNN
based on the prediction.
A schematic overview of a single TBRU is presented in Figure 4.3. By adjusting
NN, r, and T , TBRUs can represent a wide variety of neural architectures.
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Figure 4.4: Detailed schematic for the compositional dependency parser used in our experiments. TBRU 1 consumes each input word
right-to-left. TBRU 2 uses the arc-standard transition system. Note how each Shift action causes the TBRU 1→TBRU 2 link to advance.
The dynamic recurrent inputs to each state are highlighted; the stack representations are obtained from the last Reduce action to modify
each sub-tree.

4.3.1

Connecting multiple TBRUs to learn shared representations

While TBRUs are a useful abstraction for describing recurrent models, the primary motivation for this framework is to allow new architectures by combining
representations across tasks and compositional structures. We do this by connecting multiple TBRUs with different transition systems via the recurrence function
r(s). We formally augment the above definition as follows:
1. We execute a list of T TBRUs, one at a time, so that each TBRU advances
a global step counter. Note that for simplicity, we assume an earlier TBRU
finishes all of its steps before the next one starts execution.
2. Each transition state from the τ’th component sτ has access to the terminal
states from every prior transition system, and the recurrence function r(sτ )
for any given component can pull hidden activations from every prior one
as well.

Example 3. “Input” transducer TBRUs via no-op decisions.

We find it useful to

define TBRUs even when the transition system decisions don’t correspond to any
output. These TBRUs, which we call no-op TBRUs, transduce the input according
to some linearization. The simplest is the shift-only transition system, in which
the state is just an input pointer si = {i }, and there is only one transition which
advances it: t(si , ·) = {i + 1}. Executing this transition system will produce a
hidden representation hi for every input token.

Example 4. Encoder/decoder networks with TBRUs. We can reproduce the encoder/decoder framework for sequence tagging by using two TBRUs: one using
the shift-only transition system to encode the input, and the other using the tagger
transition system. For input x = {x1 , . . . , xn }, we connect them as follows:
• For shift-only TBRU: m(si ) = xi , r(si ) = {i − 1}.
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• For tagger TBRU: m(sn+i ) = yd
, r(si ) = {n, n + i − 1}.
n + i −1

We observe that the tagger TBRU starts at step n after the shift-only TBRU finishes, that y j is a fixed embedding vector for the output tag j, and that the tagger
TBRU has access to both the final encoding vector hn as well as its own previous
timestep hn+i−1 .
Example 4. Bi-directional LSTM tagger. With three TBRUs, we can implement
a bi-directional tagger. The first two run the shift-only transition system, but in
opposite directions. The final TBRU runs the tagger transition system and concatenates the two representations:
• Left to right: T = shift-only, m(si ) = xi , r(si ) = {i − 1}.
• Right to left: T = shift-only, m(sn+i ) = xn−i , r(sn+i ) = {n + i − 1}.
• Tagger: T = tagger, m(s2n+i ) = {}, r(s2n+i ) = {i, 2n − i }.

We observe that the network cell in the tagger TBRU takes recurrences only
from the bi-directional representations, and so is not recurrent in the traditional
sense. See Fig. 4.1 for an unrolled example.

Example 5. Multi-task bi-directional tagging. Here we observe that it is possible to add additional annotation tasks to the bi-directional TBRU stack from Example 4 by adding more instances of the tagger TBRUs that produce outputs from
different tag sets, e.g. parts-of-speech vs. morphological tags. Most important,
however, is that any additional TBRUs have access to all three earlier TBRUs. This
means that we can support the “stack-propagation” (Zhang and Weiss, 2016) style
of multi-task learning simply by changing r for the last TBRU:
• Traditional multi-task (Luong et al., 2015; Søgaard and Goldberg, 2016):

r(s3n+i ) = {i, 2n − i }
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Parsing TBRU recurrence, r(si ) ⊆ {1, . . . , n + i }

Parsing Accuracy (%)

Input links

Recurrent edges

News

Questions

Runtime

{n}

{ n + i − 1}

27.3

70.1

O(n)

{n}

{ S UBTREE (si , S0 ), S UBTREE (si , S1 )}

36.0

75.6

O(n)

Attention

{ n + i − 1}

76.1

84.8

O ( n2 )

Attention

{ S UBTREE (si , S0 ), S UBTREE (si , S1 )}

89.0

91.9

O ( n2 )

I NPUT (si )

{ n + i − 1}

87.1

89.7

O(n)

I NPUT (si )

{ S UBTREE (si , S0 ), S UBTREE (si , S1 )}

90.9

92.1

O(n)

Table 4.2: Dynamic links enable much more accurate, efficient linear-time parsing models on the
Treebank Union development set. We vary the recurrences r to explore using explicit structure in
the parsing TBRU. Using the explicit I NPUT (si ) pointer is more effective and more efficient than
a quadratic attention mechanism. Incorporating the explicit stack structure via recurrent links
further improves performance.

• Stack-prop:

r(s3n+i ) = {

i
|{z}

, 2n
| {z− }i ,

2n
| {z+ }i }

Left-to-right Right-to-left Tagger TBRU

Example 6. Compositional representations from arc-standard dependency parsing.

We use the arc-standard transition system (Nivre, 2006) to model depen-

dency trees. The system maintains two data structures as part of the state s: an
input pointer and a stack (Figure 4.3). Trees are built bottom up via three possible
attachment decisions. Assume that the stack consists of S = { A, B}, with the next
token being C. We use S0 and S1 to refer to the top two tokens on the stack. Then
the decisions are defined as:
• Shift: Push the next token on to the stack: S = { A, B, C }, and advance the

input pointer.
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• Left arc + label: Add an arc A ←label B, and remove A from the stack: S =

{ B }.
• Right arc + label: Add an arc A →label B, and remove B from the stack:

S = { A }.
For a given parser state si , we compute two types of recurrences:
• r INPUT (si ) = { I NPUT (si )}, where I NPUT returns the index of the next input

token.
• r STACK (si ) = { S UBTREE (si , S0 ), S UBTREE (s, S1 )}, where S UBTREE ( S , I ) is a func-

tion returning the index of the last decision that modified the i’th token:
S UBTREE (s, i ) = arg max{d j s.t. d j shifts or adds a newchild to token i }
j

We show an example of the links constructed by these recurrences in Figure 4.4,
and we investigate variants of this model in Section 4.4. This model is recursively
compositional according to the decision taken by the network: when the TBRU
at step si decides to add an arc A → B for state, the activations hi will be used

to represent that new subtree in future decisions.4 The links we chose here are
inspired by standard transitional based parsers (Nivre, 2003). The key advantage
of our model is that it uses subtree representations on the stack.
Example 7. Extractive summarization pipeline with parse representations. To
model extractive summarization, we follow (Andor et al., 2016) and use a tagger transition system with two tags: Keep and Drop. However, whereas (Andor
et al., 2016) use discrete features of the parse tree, we can use the

SUBTREE

recur-

rence function to pull compositional, phrase-based representations of tokens as
4 This composition function is similar to that in the constituent parsing SPINN model (Bowman

et al., 2016), but with several key differences. Since we use TBRUs, we compose new representations for “Shift” actions as well as reductions, we take inputs from other recurrent models, and we
can use subtree representations in downstream tasks.
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Input representation

Multi-task style

A (%) F1 (%)

LAS (%)

Single LSTM

–

28.93

79.75

–

Bi-LSTM

–

29.51

80.03

–

Multi-task LSTM

(Luong et al., 2015)

30.07

80.31

89.42

Parse sub-trees (Figure 4.2)

(Zhang and Weiss, 2016)

30.56

80.74

89.13

Table 4.3: Single- vs. multi-task learning with DRAGNN on extractive summarization. “A” is
full-sentence accuracy of the extraction model, “F1” is per-token F1 score, and “LAS” is labeled
parsing accuracy on the Treebank Union News dev set. Both multi-task models that use the parsing data outperform the single-task approach, but the model that uses parses as an intermediate
representation via our extension of (Zhang and Weiss, 2016) (Fig. 4.2) is more effective. The locally
normalized model in (Andor et al., 2016) obtains 30.50% accuracy and 78.72% F1.

constructed by the dependency parser. This model is outlined in Fig. 4.2.

4.3.2

How to Train a DRAGNN

Given a list of TBRUs, we propose the following learning procedure. We assume
training data consists of examples x along with gold decision sequences d1 . . . d M
to construct the structure z. The function ψ(z) will map z to the target output y.

L = − log p(y, z | x)

(4.1)

M

= − ∑ log p(ψ(z), z | x),

(4.2)

= − ∑ log p(di | x)

(4.3)

i =1
M

i =1

Eq. (4.1) is locally normalized (Andor et al., 2016), since we optimize the probabilities of the individual decisions in the gold sequence.
A slight variant of this objective is assuming we only have such data for the
final TBRU. Given decisions d1 . . . d N from prior components 1 . . . T − 1, we define
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a log-likelihood objective to train the Tth TBRU along its gold decision sequence
to construct z N , i.e., d N +1 , . . . , d N +n :

L = − log p(y N , z N | z1:N , x)

(4.4)

n

= − ∑ log p(ψ(z N ), z | z1:N , x),

(4.5)

= − ∑ log p(d N +i | d1:N , d N +1:N +i−1 , x)

(4.6)

i =1
n
i =1

The remaining question is where the decisions d1 . . . d N come from. There are
two options here: either 1) they come as part of the gold annotation (e.g., if we
have joint tagging and parsing data), or 2) they are predicted by unrolling the previous components. When training the stacked extractive summarization model,
the parse trees will be predicted by the previously trained parser TBRU.
When training a given TBRU, we unroll an entire input sequence and then use
backpropagation through structure (Goller and Kuchler, 1996) to optimize Equation (4.1). To train the whole system on a set of C datasets (tasks), we use a strategy similar to Dong et al. (2015) and Luong et al. (2015). At each iteration, we
sample a target task c, 1 ≤ c ≤ C, based on a pre-defined uniform distribution,
and take a stochastic optimization step on the objective of task c’s TBRU. In practice, task sampling is usually preceded by a deterministic number of pre-training
steps, allowing, for example, to run a certain number of tagger training steps before running any parser training steps. In general, we train more steps for the
tasks closer to the end. We find it works better when we set the training step ratio
to be 1 : 2 : 4 : ... : 2|C| works better than train the same number of steps for each
of the task.
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Union-News

Union-Web

Union-QTB

Model

UAS

LAS

POS

UAS

LAS

POS

UAS

LAS

POS

Andor et al. (2016)

94.44

92.93

97.77

90.17

87.54

94.80

95.40

93.64

96.86

Left-to-right parsing

94.60

93.17

97.88

90.09

87.50

94.75

95.62

94.06

96.76

Deep stacked parsing 94.66

93.23

98.09

90.22

87.67

95.06

96.05

94.51

97.25

Table 4.4: Deep stacked parsing compared to state-of-the-art on Treebank Union for parsing and
POS.

4.4

Experiments

In this section, we evaluate three aspects of our approach on two NLP tasks: English dependency parsing and extractive sentence summarization. For English
dependency parsing, we primarily use the Union Treebank setup from (Andor
et al., 2016). By evaluating on both news and questions domains, we can separately evaluate how the model handles naturally longer and shorter form text. On
the Union Treebank setup there are 93 possible actions considering all arc-label
combinations. For extractive sentence summarization, we use the dataset of (Filippova and Altun, 2013), where a large news collection is used to heuristically
generate compression instances. The final corpus contains about 2.3M compression instances, but since we evaluated multiple tasks using this data, we subsampled the training set to be comparably sized to the parsing data (≈60K training sentences). The test set contains 160K examples. We implement our method in
TensorFlow, using mini-batches of size 4 and following the averaged momentum
training and hyperparameter tuning procedure of (Weiss et al., 2015).

Using explicit structure improves encoder/decoder We explore the impact of
different types of recurrences on dependency parsing in Table 4.2. In this setup,
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we used relatively small models: single-layer LSTMs with 256 hidden units, taking 32-dimensional word or output symbol embeddings as input to each cell. In
each case, the parsing TBRU takes input from a right-to-left shift-only TBRU. Under these settings, the pure encoder/decoder seq2seq model simply does not have
the capacity to parse newswire text with any degree of accuracy, but the TBRUbased approach is nearly state-of-the-art at the same exact computational cost. As
a point of comparison and an alternative to using input pointers, we also implemented an attention mechanism within DRAGNN. We used the dot-product
formulation from (Parikh et al., 2016b), where r(si ) in the parser takes in all of
the shift-only TBRU’s hidden states and NN aggregates over them. Using the
I NPUT (si ) pointer is more effective and more efficient than a quadratic attention
mechanism. It also outperforms the vanilla seq2seq solution, which is equivalent
of fixing the input links at n. We also vary the recurrences r to explore using explicit structure in the parsing TBRU. Incorporating the explicit stack structure via
recurrent links improves performance. This shows that the information encoded
in the hidden states representing the subtrees is helpful for resolving ambiguities
in parsing.
Utilizing parse representations improves summarization

We evaluate our ap-

proach on the summarization task in Table 4.3. We compare two single-task LSTM
tagging baselines against two multi-task approaches: an adaptation of (Luong
et al., 2015) and the stack-propagation idea of (Zhang and Weiss, 2016). In both
multi-task setups, we use a right-to-left shift-only TBRU to encode the input, and
connect it to both our compositional arc-standard dependency parser and the Keep/Drop
summarization tagging model.
In both setups we do not follow seq2seq, but use the I NPUT function to connect output decisions directly to input token representations. However, in the
stack-prop case, we use the S UBTREE function to connect the tagging TBRU to
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the parser TBRU’s phrase representations directly (Figure 4.2). We find that allowing the compressor to directly use the parser’s phrase representations significantly improves the outcome of the multi-task learning setup. In both setups, we
pretrained the parsing model for 400K steps and tuned the subsequent ratio of
parser/tagger update steps using a development set.

Deep stacked bi-directional parsing Here we propose a continuous version of
the bi-directional parsing model of (Attardi and Dell’Orletta, 2009): first, the sentence is parsed in the left-to-right order as usual; then a right-to-left transition
system analyzes the sentence in reverse order using additional features extracted
from the left-to-right parser. In our version, we connect the right-to-left parsing TBRU directly to the phrase representations of the left-to-right parsing TBRU,
again using the S UBTREE function. Our parser has the significant advantage that
the two directions of parsing can affect each other during training. During each
training step the right-to-left parser uses representations obtained using the predictions of the left-to-right parser. Thus, the right-to-left parser can backpropagate
error signals through the left-to-right parser and reduce cascading errors caused
by the pipeline.
Our final model uses 5 TBRU units. Inspired by (Zhang and Weiss, 2016), a leftto-right POS tagging TBRU provides the first layer of representations. Next, two
shift-only TBRUs, one in each direction, provide representations to the parsers.
Finally, we connect the left-to-right parser to the right-to-left parser using links
defined via the S UBTREE function. The result (Table 4.4) is a state-of-the-art dependency parser, yielding the highest published accuracy on the Treebank Union
setup for both part of speech tagging and parsing.
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4.5

Conclusion

We presented a compact, modular framework for describing recurrent neural architectures. We evaluated our dynamically structured model and found it to be
significantly more efficient and accurate than attention mechanisms for dependency parsing and extractive sentence summarization in both single- and multitask setups. While we focused primarily on syntactic parsing, the framework
provides a general means of sharing representations between structured prediction tasks. The core idea here is that, linguistic structure can guide the building
process of the neural networks through its corresponding transition system by following the transitions and encoding the (partial) structures constructed by those
transitions explicitly into the hidden layer activations. There remains space to
be explored: in particular, our approach can be globally normalized with multiple hypotheses in the intermediate structure. We also plan to push the limits of
multi-task learning by combining many different NLP tasks, such as translation,
summarization, tagging problems, and reasoning tasks, into a single model.
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Chapter 5
Stochastic Attention and Posterior
Regularization for Neural Machine
Translation
Given the existence of abundant parallel data, neural machine translation (NMT)
has been established as state-of-the-art approaches in machine translation, when
compared to rule-based and statistical machine translation (SMT) systems, particularly in the case of human evaluation (Wu et al., 2016; Klein et al., 2017; Vaswani
et al., 2017). The best performing models are built on the sequence-to-sequence
models (Cho et al., 2014a) and use the attention mechanism to connect the decoder
with the encoder side (Bahdanau et al., 2014). Recent work (Vaswani et al., 2017)
argues that the attention mechanism is a crucial part in neural machine translation
systems.
Attention mechanism is built on the intuition of adding the linguistically plausible (soft-)alignment structures between a source sentence and the corresponding
target sentence, as a form of inductive bias into the original pure sequence-tosequence models (Bahdanau et al., 2014). These alignment structures also play
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an essential part in the statistical machine translation (SMT) systems. The main
difference between the NMT and the SMT approach, is that the SMT system models these alignments information using random variables, while the NMT system
models them using a deterministic function of the input.
In this chapter, we further strengthen the inductive biases introduced by the
alignment structures in two ways. First, we explicitly model the alignment decisions in the probabilistic framework by replacing the soft weighting scheme with
a hard (but stochastic) decision. Second, we regularize the posterior distributions
of the latent alignment decisions using the posteriors computed from IBM model
2 (Brown et al., 1993; Dyer et al., 2013). This alleviates the problem that neural
networks can fit noisy data or explain away stochastic latent variables, because
they are general-purpose function approximators (Chen et al., 2017; Zhang et al.,
2017).

5.1

Background

In sequence transduction tasks (e.g. machine translation), a conditional distribution over sequences y given a sequence x is modeled, and parameters are learned
by maximizing log p(y | x) from a set of ( x, y) pairs. A key innovation that has
made neural autoregressive models effective for this task is attention, due to Bahdanau et al. (2015b). Attention enables different parts of the input to be attended
selectively as the output sequence is generated. In most models, attention is a
weighting of all input positions, that is computed deterministically as a function
of the decoder RNN’s hidden state. The attended view of the input is a weighted
combination of the input representations.
In this chapter, we use a hard stochastic decision in place of the standard soft
weighting scheme, focusing on the problem of translation (§5.2). In contrast to
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soft weighting over all positions of the input, we sample a single position from
a distribution over positions, and then, conditional on the chosen input (as well
as the RNN’s summary of the generation history), generate the next output symbol. Our model is thus a joint model p(y, z | x), where each z is a sequence of
alignment decisions, one for each output symbol, similar to traditional statistical
translation models introduced by Brown et al. (1993). This captures our a priori
expectation that translation is mostly a word-to-word translation process. However, since the representations attended to are computed via a bi-directional RNN
encoding, contextual information still can inform the lexical translation decisions.
By marginalizing the latent alignments, the log (marginal) likelihood is differentiable, making end-to-end learning feasible. However, learning with stochastic
latent variables in neural networks is nontrivial, since the required posterior distributions are generally intractable to compute. Usually, any of a variety of approximate inference techniques are used (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Bornschein
and Bengio, 2015; Burda et al., 2016; Miao and Blunsom, 2016; Maddison et al.,
2017). We first compare several strategies for marginalizing the latent alignments.
Furthermore, to understand the effect of different inference algorithms, we also
make a conditional independence assumption that allows us to tractably marginalize the alignments analytically. Thus, we can compare the effects of different approximation algorithms on the quality of the model learned against a gold standard inference technique and evaluate them objectively in terms of marginal likelihood. Our experiments find that stochastic attention, by itself, offers little benefit over classical deterministic soft attention, and worse, that several standard
approximation algorithms can harm performance.
We then improve the generalization of our model by regularizing the posterior distributions over the latent variables during learning. We are motivated by
the observation that neural networks are general-purpose function approxima57

tors that can fit noisy data or, when stochastic units are present, explain away
stochastic latent variables (Chen et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017). Indeed, we find
evidence that this is happening in our model. Our regularization strategy is inspired by posterior regularization (Ganchev et al., 2010), but rather than imposing declarative moment constraints on the posteriors, we regularize the posterior
distributions over the latent variables to be similar to posterior distributions obtained from models that make stronger independence assumptions and therefore
use their latent variables (rather than the deterministic autoregressive component)
to explain the outputs. In those models with stronger independence assumptions,
it is easier to learn sensible alignment structures with less data. Our approach
combines this strength with expensiveness of the neural networks to offer a better
performance.
We propose both an exact training objective based on analytical marginals, and
several approximations based on importance sampling that are suitable when exact marginals cannot be computed. Experimentally, we show (1) that our posterior regularization scheme leads to substantially improved generalization, (2) that
a similar penalty imposed on the deterministic model underperforms the stochastic model, and (3) that an approximation based on importance sampling (which is
therefore suitable for problems with intractable marginals) is either as good as or
better than the exact objective in terms of held-out generalization.

5.2

Model

Our model, illustrated in Figure 5.2, is based on a standard attention-based sequence to sequence model (Bahdanau et al., 2015b), illustrated in Figure 5.1. Given
a source sentence x = ( x1 , x2 , . . . , x N ), the goal is to predict a target sentence y =

(y1 , y2 , . . . , y M ). We are using a form of attention termed “late fusion” by Wang
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and Cho (2015), wherein the decoder attends to the source representation based
on the current RNN state, and makes a joint prediction of the next word based on
the vector returned by attention, and the current RNN state.

The grey cat … y

Weighted Sum

attention
weights

z1

z2

z3

z4

z5

Attention

context
vector

source
vectors
BiLSTM

x

Le chat gris dort .

<s> The grey …

Figure 5.1: Sequence to sequence model with deterministic soft attention

Encoder. The encoder embeds each source word into a vector xi ∈ RD and
encode the source sentence with a bi-directional long short-term memory network (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997b). We take the representation of the
−
→
i-th source word as the concatenation of forward and reverse LSTM states ( h i
←
−
and h i respectively), and designate this as hi ∈ R2H .
Decoder. The decoder is a uni-directional (forward) LSTM that takes the final
−
→
state of the encoder’s forward LSTM h N as its initial state. The hidden state at
output timestep t is designated with gt . gt is computed from the previous hidden
state gt−1 and the input vector xt .
Deterministic Soft Attention.

For the attention mechanism, we take an inner

product between gt and each source word encoding, exponentiate and normalize
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Figure 5.2: Sequence to sequence model with hard stochastic attention

it to obtain ζ̃ t (the attention weighting over the source positions at time t (Parikh
et al., 2016a)). We then compute the context vector as follows:
N

ct =

∑ ζ̃ t,i hi .

i =1

We can see here that if ζ̃ t is treated as the parameters of a categorical distribution Categorical(zt ; ζ̃ t ), soft alignment is in fact computing the expectation of the
representation according to the distribution:
ct = ECategorical(zt ;ζ̃ ) [h at ] .
t

What makes this form of attention “late fusion” is that our definition of ct is defined as a function of gt rather than in terms of gt−1 , as done in “early fusion”.
Stochastic Hard Attention. As an alternative to the deterministic computation
of ct , we can also define this stochastically. To do so we compute the weighting
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vector ζ̃ t as above, but we instead treat it as the parameter of a categorical distribution and sample a position in the source sentence represented as a one-hot
encoding; ct is the defined as the source encoding indexed by this sampled position:

Word generator.

zt ∼ Categorical(zt ; ζ̃ t )

(5.1)

c t = h zt .

(5.2)

Given our context vector ct , which contains the result of the

attention (computed either stochastically or deterministically), and gt , the token
yt is generated as follows:
pt = softmax(W[gt ; ct ] + b)
yt ∼ Categorical(pt ).

5.2.1

Marginal likelihood and training objective

To train the model with stochastic attention, it is necessary to optimize the marginal
likelihood of the training data. Because we use “late fusion”, zt and zt+1 are independent given x. Therefore, we can be computed in time O( MN ) as follows:
p(y | x) =

∑ p(y, z | x)
z
M

=∏

(5.3)

N

∑

t =1 z t =1

p(zt | x, y<t ) p(yt | zt , x, y<t ),

(5.4)

where the probabilities are defined as above. M is the length of the source sentence
and N is the length of the target sentence.
The training objective is the negative log-likelihood,

L = − log p(y | x).
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5.2.2

Decoding

Most simply, one can jointly sample (or greedily maximize) sequences of z, y given
an input x. However, the same independence assumption means that generating
samples from the marginal distribution is possible. For the translation results
reported in this paper, we perform a simple greedy search, alternating between
choosing the next best alignment and choosing the next best output symbol.

5.3

Approximating the Marginal Likelihood

Exact calculation of the marginal likelihood for models with latent variables is,
in general, intractable. Furthermore, although strictly tractable, Eq. 5.4 is costly
to compute relative to deterministic attention. Although the time complexity of
the them are both O( MN ), the stochastic version requires to compute M times
softmax over the full vocabulary at every timestep on the decoder side, while deterministic attention mechanism only requires to compute the softmax once every
timestep on the decoder side. We therefore consider a variety of strategies for
approximating this quantity.

Variational lower bound.

Variational inference (Jordan et al., 1999; Blei et al.)

is a widely method for approximating probability densities which are difficult to
compute. The main idea behind variational inference is to find a approximate
distribution q that is easy to deal with and use that q to construct a lower bound
for the original posterior distribution to optimize. We use variational inference to
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approximate the marginal likelihood in Equation 5.4 as follows:
log p(y | x) = log ∑ p(y, z | x)

(5.5)

z

=
=

M

N

t =1

z t =1

M

N

t =1

z t =1

∑ log ∑

∑ log ∑
M

≥
=

∑ Eq log

t =1
M

p(zt | x, y<t ) p(yt | zt , x, y<t )

(5.6)

p(yt , zt | x, y<t )

(5.7)

p(yt , zt | x, y<t )
q(zt )

∑ E log p(yt , zt | x, y<t ) + H (q)

t =1 q

(5.8)
(5.9)

Here q is the variational approximation, an approximate distribution created to
make inference easier. H (q) defines the entropy of the q distribution.
In the literature of neural variational inference, the approximate distribution q
is often referred as a recognition model (Salakhutdinov and Larochelle, 2010; Mnih
and Gregor, 2014; Rezende et al., 2014). The parameters in the q distribution come
from the neural networks. We parameterize this recognition model basically the
same way as we parameterize the categorical distribution in Equation 5.2, except
the hidden representations on the target side of the recognition model are computed from a bi-directional LSTM conditioning on the whole y structure instead
of the uni-directional (forward) LSTM conditioning on the history y<t . The parameters are not shared between the recognition model and the encoder/decoder.
We use the Monte Carlo method to approximate the expectation under the q distribution. Equation 5.9 can be approximated using:
M

log p(y | x) ≤

≈

∑ Eq log

t =1
M

p(yt , zt | x, y<t )
q(zt )

1 K log p(yt , z˜t (i) | x, y<t )
)
∑ K (∑
q(z˜t (i) )
t =1
i =1
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(5.10)
(5.11)

where z˜t (i) is ith sample from the q distribution (i.e., the recognition model), we
take K samples in total.

REINFORCE. Another way to approximate the marginal likelihood is to use the
REINFORCE algorithm (Williams, 1987, 1992). It can be essentially seen as a onesample approximation of the original marginal likelihood objective in Equation
5.4:
M

p(y | x) =

N

∏∑

t =1 z t =1

p(zt | x, y<t ) p(yt | zt , x, y<t )

(5.12)

M

= ∏ p(z˜t | x, y<t ) p(yt | z˜t , x, y<t )

(5.13)

t =1

where z˜t is sampled from the Categorical distribution in Equation 5.2.

5.4

Experiment: Deterministic vs. Stochastic Attention

We conducted our experiments for translating from Chinese to English. The experiments focus on a (simulated) low resource setting, where only a limited amount
of training data is available.
We used the BTEC corpus, where the number of training sentence pairs is
44,016. We followed the standard split in this data set, using ‘devset1 2’ as the
development and ‘devset 3’ as test set and in both cases, we used the first reference for evaluation.
For all the models, we used word embedding dimensions D of 128 and search
over hidden dimensions H of {64, 128} in 2-layer LSTMs. We tuned the dropout
rate in the grid of {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} to maximize validation set likelihood. In all the
experiments, we use the stochastic gradient decent algorithm and set the step size
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Model

Inference

BLEU Perplexity

Deterministic –

31.87

5.25

Stochastic

exact

31.91

4.65

Stochastic

variational

30.10

5.40

Stochastic

REINFORCE

29.85

5.31

Table 5.1: Deterministic vs. Stochastic Attention.

to be 0.1 to optimize the parameters in the models. All parameters were initialized
according to recommendations given by Glorot and Bengio (2010). We give each
setting 3 times of random initialization and pick the best among these.
We measure the BLEU score and perplexity (PPL). Log probabilities of the target side words are normalized by the number of target side words, then inverted
and exponentiated to yield the perplexity (lower perplexity suggests better performance). When computing the perplexity, we always use the exact marginal
likelihood so that it is fair to compare perplexity of approximate inference methods because we do not approximate perplexity during the evaluation. For the
BLEU score, we use greedy decoding (§5.2.2) and use the single best prediction
for evaluation.
Table 5.1 shows the comparison between deterministic and stochastic attention mechanisms. We use our own implementation of the deterministic attention
sequence-to-sequence model as the baseline and test the performance of three different variants (i.e., the exact marginal objective (exact; Equation 5.4, the variational lower bound objective (variational; Equation 5.9) and the REINFORCE
algorithm (REINFORCE; Equation 5.13)) of our stochastic attention sequence-tosequence model. The later two variants are approximating methods.
We find that introducing the stochastic variable for the alignments, although
the exact version achieves the best BLEU score and perplexity, does not improve
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the performance of the model significantly. The reason behind this might be that,
as a general-purpose function approximators, the current neural networks has no
strong inductive bias to bring the power of those stochastic attention fully in to
play. In fact, there is a chance that the model will ignore these stochastic variables
and degenerate into a pure sequence-to-sequence model, especially in the low
resource setting where the training set is not so large and thus easy to fit. For
the approximate methods, because the variance of the samples can be large, they
harm the performance of the system. These motivate us to regularize the posterior
distributions of the latent alignment decisions using the posteriors computed from
IBM model 2 (Brown et al., 1993; Dyer et al., 2013) in the next section (§5.5).

5.5

Posterior Regularization

Neural networks are powerful approximators that can fit noisy data or, when
stochastic units are present, explain away stochastic latent variables (Chen et al.,
2017; Zhang et al., 2017). They tend not to use more sophisticated stochastic mechanisms, because with the expressiveness offered by the nonlinearity, just observing input patterns the model can explain the data quite well. We find evidence
that this is happening in our model. It is easy for the neural models to achieve
high performance on the training set, but on the testing set. It may not generalize
well. That is the reason people introduces many regularization strategies, for example the dropout method which almost become a essential in the neural network
training procedure.
For these reasons, we should not let the neural networks arbitrarily fit the
stochastic units. Because these units represent the alignment structures, they
should be linguistically sound. The aligned parts should share the same/similar
semantic meanings in different languages. Our regularization strategy is inspired
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by posterior regularization (Ganchev et al., 2010), but rather than imposing declarative moment constraints on the posteriors, we regularize the posterior distributions over the latent variables to be similar to posterior distributions obtained
from models that make stronger independence assumptions and therefore use
their latent variables (rather than the deterministic autoregressive component) to
explain the outputs.
Exact regularized objective. In the framework of posterior regularization (Ganchev
et al., 2010), we can compute the loss as follows:

L = − log ∑ p(y, z | x) + γ × DKL ( p(z | x, y) || q̃(z)),

(5.14)

z

where DKL denotes the Kullback–Leibler divergence (Kullback and Leibler, 1951)
and γ ≥ 0 is the hyperparameter which controls the regularization strength. We
use q̃ instead of q here to emphasize that the q̃ here is a fixed distribution. There are
no parameters in the q̃ distribution for the model to optimize, different from the q
in Equation 5.9. We follow this notation convention when we discuss important
sampling methods in the next sections.
To compute posterior p(z | x, y), we follow the definition of conditional probability:
p(z | x, y) =

p(y, z | x)
,
∑z p(y, z | x)

(5.15)

where p(y, z | x) can be computed same way as in Equation 5.4.
Now the only question remains is how to choose the distribution q. For that,
we use a model which makes stronger independence assumptions. As an essential
part in the statistical machine translation (SMT) systems, IBM model 2 (Brown
et al., 1993; Dyer et al., 2013) is a natural choice for the q̃ distribution. For the
importance sampling and Jensen important sampling, we also use this as the q̃
distribution.
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Indirect regularization via importance sampling Importance sampling (IS) (Doucet
and Johansen, 2009) is a general approximation technique and it has a theoretical
guarantee that if the true posterior is used as the approximate distribution, the
importance sampling estimator would have zero variance (Mnih and Rezende,
2016). IBM model 2 in this case, makes a sensible q̃ distribution here because it is
a good approximation for the true alignment structure information.

log p(y | x) = log ∑ p(y, z | x)

(5.16)

z

M

=
=
=

∑ log

N

∑

t =1

z t =1

M

N

∑ log

∑

t =1

z t =1

M

N

∑ log

t =1

∑

p(zt | x, y<t ) p(yt | zt , x, y<t )

(5.17)

p(yt , zt | x, y<t )

(5.18)

q̃(zt )w(zt , x, y)

(5.19)

z t =1

M

=

∑ E w(zt , x, y),

t=1 q̃

(5.20)

where,

w(zt , x, y) =

p(yt , zt | x, y<t )
q̃(zt )

(5.21)

defines the importance weights.
A variant of importance sampling we refer it as Jensen importance sampling
(Jensen IS). Inspired by Mnih and Rezende (2016), when we consider the variational lower bound objective in Equation 5.9, one reason it does not work so well
might be that the samples from the q distribution has too high variance. Therefore,
if we replace that with a fixed distribution q̃ from IBM model 2, we will achieve
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variance reduction here and may achieve better performance.
log p(y | x) = log ∑ p(y, z | x)

(5.22)

z

=
=

M

N

t =1

z t =1

M

N

t =1

z t =1

∑ log ∑

∑ log ∑
M

≥
=

∑ Eq̃ log

t =1
M

p(zt | x, y<t ) p(yt | zt , x, y<t )

(5.23)

p(yt , zt | x, y<t )

(5.24)

p(yt , zt | x, y<t )
q̃(zt )

∑ E log p(yt , zt | x, y<t ) − H (q̃)

t=1 q̃

(5.25)
(5.26)
(5.27)

The derivation of Jensen importance sampling (Jensen IS) is almost the same as in
the derivation of the variational lower bound in Equation 5.9. The key difference is
that, here q̃ is a fixed distribution rather than a parameterized recognition model.
Because of this, when we optimize this objective, we are effectively optimizing the
importance sampling objective expect that we do not divide the p(yt , zt | x, y<t )
term by the approximate distribution since H (q̃) is a fixed value for a given q̃
distribution.

5.6

Experiment: The Effect of Posterior Regularization

In these experiments, we follow the same setting as in §5.4. We tuned the γ in the
exact posterior regularization objective in the grid of 0.1, 1, 10 by picking the best
value using the separate development data. We report the BLEU score and the
perplexity on the test set.
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Model

Inference

PR

BLEU Perplexity

Deterministic –

none

31.87

5.25

Stochastic

none

31.91

4.65

Deterministic –

full

32.48

5.20

Stochastic

exact

full

35.17

4.03

Stochastic

IS

approximate

34.68

4.04

Stochastic

Jensen IS

approximate

35.40

3.94

exact

Table 5.2: The effects of posterior regularization.

Table 5.2 shows that adding the information from alignment structures in the
framework of posterior regularization generally improves the performance of the
model. In the deterministic attention version, we add the KL distance between
q̃(zt ) andCategorical(zt ; ζ̃ t ) as a term to simulate the PR penalty. Chen et al. (2016)
used this approach to bias the attention mechanism of a sequence-to-sequence
neural machine translation (NMT) model towards the well-studied statistical word
alignment models. It is not in the framework of posterior regularization but the
closest we think to use the information from the alignment structure information
in the q̃ distribution. We find this underperforms our stochastic model.

Approximations based on importance sampling is either as good as or better
than the exact objective in terms of held-out generalization, suggesting a computationally effective way to add these inductive bias introduced by the alignment
structure information into the model. With our current implementation, running
approximate methods is about 5 times faster than computing the exact objective
on the same hardware.
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5.7

Related Work

Neural sequence to sequence models with stochastic attention have been explored
twice, and both used a kind of regularization of the posterior values. Wang et al.
(2017b) used an HMM dependency on the zt ’s, and trained with an EM algorithm whose initial “E-step” values were set to the posteriors computed from IBM
Model 1 (similar in structure to the q̃ we used). Yu et al. (2016) assumed a latent
variable parameterized as a series of independent Bernoulli trials initialized to
favor a diagonal alignment.
Initializing complex models using parameters and/or posteriors derived from
latent variables from simpler models that make more independence assumptions
has an enduring history, and has been particularly effective for alignment models (Brown et al., 1993; Och and Ney, 2003; Gimpel and Smith, 2012).
Our training objective is related to posterior regularization (Ganchev et al.,
2010). However, PR was proposed as a strategy for correcting the biases associated
with overly naı̈ve statistical models. In other words, while PR was designed to
deal with errors arrising from overly biased models, we have used it to deal with
models that make errors due to high variance.
Our posterior regularization approach is also related to (Smith and Eisner,
2006), where their task is unsupervised dependency parsing, and they regularize
their posteriors to be close to a simple length-based model.

5.8

Conclusion

In this chapter, we further strengthen the inductive biases introduced by the alignment structures in two ways. First, we explicitly model the alignment decisions
in the probabilistic framework by replacing the soft weighting scheme with a
hard (but stochastic) decision. Second, we regularize the posterior distributions
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of the latent alignment decisions using the posteriors computed from IBM model
2 (Brown et al., 1993; Dyer et al., 2013). This alleviates the problem that neural
networks can fit noisy data or explain away stochastic latent variables, because
they are general-purpose function approximators (Chen et al., 2017; Zhang et al.,
2017). We propose both an exact training objective based on analytical marginals,
and several approximations based on importance sampling that are suitable when
exact marginals cannot be computed. We show that by adding the helpful inductive biases leads to substantially improved generalization. The approximations
based on importance sampling (which is therefore suitable for problems with intractable marginals) is either as good as or better than the exact objective in terms
of held-out generalization.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future work
The work presented in this thesis describes several instances of how adding linguistic driven inductive biases can improve the performance of the neural representation learners for NLP problems, without sacrificing computational efficiency.

Neural nets can enrich the expressive power of probability distributions in a
similar manner to latent variables and marginalization. We stress the importance
of explicitly representing structure in neural models. We show that the linguistic
driven inductive biases can regularize the model while keep the expressiveness
of the neural networks. When comparing with structurally naive models, models
that reason about the internal linguistic structure of the data demonstrate better
generalization performance.

The techniques proposed in thesis automatically learn the structurally informed
representations of the inputs. These representations and components in the models can be better integrated with other end-to-end deep learning systems within
and beyond NLP (Cho et al., 2014b; Graves et al., 2013, inter alia).
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There are many interesting directions that can be explored further in the future.
We discuss three of them in the following.

Segment Structures in Neural Machine Translation Segment structures are proved
to be very useful in machine translation (Koehn, 2009). However, in most sequenceto-sequence based neural machine translation systems, segment structures are
mostly ignored. Recent work by Huang et al. (2017) showed promising results
by introducing segment information into their model. In chapter 3 we introduce
to model the segments explicitly using SRNNs. Future work can explore how
to effectively use these segment embeddings and combine them with effective
phrase-based decoding algorithms such as (Chang and Collins, 2017) on the decoder side.

Automatic Linguistic Structure Discovery Linguists have found that language
meaning is derived through composition (Manning, 2016). In this thesis, we show
that explicitly modeling of these structures improves the performance of neural
representation learners. In chapter 4, these structures are learned in a fully supervised fashion. One promising direction is to use reinforcement learning to automatically discover these structures from the distance supervision of the end task.
Yogatama et al. (2016) show promising results of learning tree structures this way.
Because DRAGNN can encode many different types of linguistic structures, it can
be interesting to explore how to automatically construct those structures and how
different kinds of linguist structures work together to affect the performance of
the end task.

Hard Constraints in Attention Mechanism A key challenge in phrase-based
machine translation is to solve the inference problem of finding the best translation given the constrain that each source-language word must be exactly once
74

(Koehn et al., 2003; Chang and Collins, 2011; Rush, 2012). In Chapter 5 we show
that regularize the posterior distributions of the latent alignment decisions in the
discrete stochastic attention model leads to substantially improved generalization.
Future work can explore if we can effectively hard constraints, such as attending
to each source-language word exactly once, into the framework and to see if these
constraints improve or harm the performance of the model.
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